Keeping busy and planning for the future

Like many of you, Team WEMC has gone remote for the time being, but otherwise, it's business as usual. We've been generating new partnerships, publishing papers and even hosting online teacher training.

Read on to find out what other things we've been up to...

COVID-19 and the environmental outcome

NASA and the ESA's air pollution image release raises some interesting questions. Especially around how we can work more in tune with nature and, ultimately, our health. Prof. Alberto Troccoli shares his opinion on how we learn

C3S Edu Demo homeschooling ideas

To help keep your geography and climate knowledge up-to-date during the COVID-19 pandemic, we've curated a selection of C3S Edu Demo online learning and homeschooling ideas into one place. There's videos, lesson plans
from the COVID-19 lockdowns.

and teacher-submitted DME's too.

DISCOVER MORE

START LEARNING

Get educated on climate change

Discover how the C3S Education Demonstrator works with school curriculums, and with global climate change and energy goals, to engage the youth of today.

READ THE ARTICLE

Did you know you can find us on Facebook?

We want to reach as many people as possible to build our community and help create a more sustainable future. Head over and like our Facebook page to stay even more up-to-date!

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

Not a WEMC Member yet?

Contribute to Special Interest Groups and WEMC publications, connect with other energy and meteorology professionals, and access exclusive resources in our Members Area.

Become a WEMC Member for FREE!

JOIN US TODAY